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Abstract-This paper presents an efficient computational technique for the construction of the exact-state 
capacity levels attainable from a set of generators operating in parallel. This method used both the recursive 
model found in most of the literature on the loss-of-load and frequency-and-duration methods of reliability 
analysis, and also a method that uses the binomial formula. Here, the binomial method is used for 
construction of those exact-capacity states due to identical generators, or batches of identical generators. 
These states may then be joined with those constructed by applying the recursive approach to the distinct 
units, which yields the final set of capacity states 
INTRODUCTION 
The need to construct he sizes and probabilities of the exact-capacity states attainable from a 
set of n generators operating in parallel is inherent in many analyses of generating systems, 
including the study of LOLP [ 1 I, frequency-and-duration [2] and production cost analysis [3]. One 
of the earliest works which constructed these states did so by recognizing that the 2” states which 
result have probabilities that are given by a binomial expression [ I]. However, the evaluation of 
these 2” terms is a very time-consuming process which may more efficiently be carried out by using 
a recursive algorithm. Such an algorithm is presented explicitly in[4]. Nevertheless, even a 
procedure which utilizes this recursive algorithm is quite time-consuming, and has the limitation 
that the computer time required increases roughly exponentially with n. Fortunately, most 
generating systems are found to consist of N batches of identical generators (a batch consists of 
identical generators if they all have equal capacities and equal availabilities), and a set of no distinct 
generators (no one of which is identical to any other of the n-l generators). By using a binominal 
expression for each of the N batches, and the recursive formula for the no distinct generators, one 
obtains a collection of partial capacity states which may then be joined to obtain the desired list of 
capacity states. 
EXACT-STATE CAPACITY MODELS 
Consider a system of n generators operating in parallel, satisfying a load. If one generator 
fails it is removed from the system, repaired, and placed back in service. The probability of a 
unit being out of service is Ri. 1 I j 4 n. When one unit is out of service another generator, if
one had previously been idle, is called upon to meet that portion of the load that had been 
carried by the malfunctioning unit. Each unit has a peak capacity of Ci M, 1 I j 5 n. 
If one denotes by Ai = 1 - Ri the probability that a unit is available for service, then it is 
known[l] that the expression 
(A,+R,) (A,+Rz) . . . . . . (A.+Rn) (1) 
yields 2” addends, each of which is the probability that a certain capacity is out of service. 
Examination of each of these addends yields enough information to determine the exact 
amount of capacity which is out of service. For large values of n the use of (1) is computation- 
ally very time-consuming, and can result in the minipulation of large amounts of data. In such 
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cases one can use the recursive relation[4] 
P(X)=P’(Xi) (1-R)+P’(Xi-C)R, (2) 
where P(X,) is the probability that exactly Xi M of capacity are out of service due to generator 
failures after a unit of capacity C and outage probability R is added recursively, P’(Xi) is the 
probability of Xi MW of capacity being out before the unit of capacity C is added recursively: 
also 15 i s2”, P(s) = 0 if s <O, initial conditions are P(0) = 1 -RI, P(C,) = RI. While (2), 
like (I), requires the calculation of 2” states it at least offers a somewhat more efficient 
approach than does (1). In order to minimize computer storage requirements when n is large, 
one might wish to calculate a portion of the 2” states (say, 256 of them), merge states of equal 
outages by merely adding their probabilities, and then combine this reduced number of states 
with the next 8 generators (i.e. with the next 256 states), again merge equal states, then combine 
the results with the next 8 generators, and so forth. This decreases required storage space, and 
can be shown to also save time. Unfortunately, the result is still inefficient for large n. Shown in 
Table 1 are the approximete times required by the central processing unit of UNIVAC 1106 
computer to carry out the calculations, and merge the results into a final list of capacity states. 
Table 1. C.P.U. times using the recur- 
sive approach 
No. of units C.P.U. time (min) 
Less than 14 O-1 
15 2 
16 3 
17 6 
18 II 
19 27 
These times are approximate because different collections of, say, 1’7 generators will involve 
different amounts of merging of equal-capacity states. For a small number of units the time 
does not depend strongly on the number of generators. While many other computers may be 
quite faster, the nature of the recursion formula will necessarily result in the exponential 
growth characterized by Table 1. Some investigators[4] shorten the time needed by the 
recursive method by truncating the list of capacity outage states. Such an approach introduces 
an unknown, and hopefully small error. Fortunately, such approximations are unnecessary if
one uses the approach presented below. 
It is the purpose of this paper to present explicitly a judicious use of both the binominal and 
recursive approaches which will yield valid results in a short amount of time. Generally, large 
power generating systems are found to consist of batches of identical generators (generators in 
a batch are identical if they have equal capacities and equal outage probabilities) and some 
distinct generators (those which are not identical to any others in the system). In such a case a 
modification of (1) may be used to construct he outage states of the batches, while (2) may 
be used for the reduced number of distinct generators. Joining the results then yields the 
desired answer more quickly than would the use of (2) alone. 
Consider a system of n generators, which consists of no distinct units and N batches, each 
of ni identical units and N batches, each of ni identical units (1 5 j I N). So 
no+ini=n. 
j-l 
Then the jth batch is itself capable of yielding ni + 1 exact outage states xi, where 
xi = (i - 1) cj 15i5ni+l. 
and the probability of such an outage is 
I 
P(x,) = (1 -Rj)“i”-‘(Rj)‘-’ (1 _ I)!(:‘+ 1 _ i)!’ 
(3) 
(4) 
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Clearly (4) is a use of the binomial approach. For the distinct units, let Y,,, be the mth 
capacity outage which can result from these no units, 1 c: m CC 2”0. Then if C, and R, are 
respectively the capacity and outage probability of the kth unit, I 9 k 5 no. Equation (2) becomes 
p(y,)=P’(Y,)(I-R~)+P’(Y,-C~)R,. (5) 
As was the case with (2), if no is large one may execute the recursive formula (5) for groups 
of generators, merge equal outage states, combine this reduced group with the next group, etc. 
Finally, one must join the results of the recursive and binomial approaches o as to obtain 
the results desired for the entire system. Let X, be the fth capacity outage obtainable from the 
entire system. The jth batch may be joined with the recursive results from equation (5) as 
follows: 
x, = Y, + x,, @a) 
P(X,) = P(Ym) P(Xi) 
where 
In a similar manner, these results may be joined with those of other batches to yield the final 
results. Note that the limit for M in (6~) may in fact be less than 2^0 if the recursive approach 
yielded some equal-capacity outage states which would have been merged. In any case (6a-c) 
indicate that the total number of states manipulated will not exceed 
T=2”0 (n,+l)(nz+l)...(n,.,+l), (7) 
which in general will be significantly smaller than 2”. This results in a much more efficient 
approach than would the recursive approach alone. 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
Table 2 describes a system of 39 electric power generators, which includes nuclear, coal- or 
oil-burning, and gas-burning enerators. (Equivalent Forced Outage Rates are used here.) 
Table 2. 39 generators inparallel 
C, = unit R, = unit Number 
capacity outage of 
(M’W probabiIity[S] units 
25 0.0961 16 
2s 0.01% I 
50 0.01% 5 
75 0.01% 4 
150 0.0414 2 
22s 0.0652 6 
315 0.1133 4 
950 0.1101 I 
For this system n = 39, N = 6, n, = 16, nt = 5, n, = 4, n4 = 2, n, = 6 and n6 = 4. The binomial 
approach yields 2’ exact-capacity states, of which none are equal, so no merging of them is 
possible. The first batch yields 17 = n,+ 1 exact states (OMW, 25MW, 50MW, 
75MW,. . .400MW). Joining these sets yields 68 exact states of which 32 may be eliminated by 
merging equal states, for a result of 36 distinct outage states. Joining these with the second 
batch yields (36) (5 i l)= 216 exact states, of which many are equal, and may be merged. 
Repeating this yields a final result of 204 exact capacity states: 0, 25, 50, 75,. . . , 5025, 5050 and 
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5075 MW. Their probabilities include: P (0) = 0.0549, P(25)=0.0946,...P(lOOO)= 
0.0147,. . P(4000) = 4.018 x 1O-4 ,... P(5075) = 1.058 x lo-*. 
The central processing unit time required by the computer for these calculations was about 
0.5 min. It is not necessary to actually compute the 239 states required by the recursive 
approach in order to see that the time savings are significant; Table 1 should persuade the 
reader of this. While the actual time saved may be different if one is using a faster computer, 
the execution times should still be in about the same proportion. 
Other test cases have been analysed, and it has been found that the computational time is 
very strongly governed by no, the number of distinct generators. So, for example, a system of 
100 generators of which 16 are distinct, should take about the same time to analyse as would 
one of, say, 60 generators of which 16 are distinct. The CPU time for these studies on the 
UNIVAC 1106 will require about 3 min for the construction and merging of the first 216 states 
(see Table l), and at most another minute to construct he batches’ states and join them with 
the states due to the distinct units. 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presented an efficient method for the calculation of the exact-capacity states 
attainable for a system of parallel generators. Previous methods are excessively time-consum- 
ing for large systems, whereas the method presented here requires very little time regardless of 
the system’s size, so long as a relatively small number of the generators are distinct. This 
method is thus a useful tool in a variety of reliability, operational cost or other studies. 
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